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Formal and informal Zen meditation

Talk given by Ekai Osho Korematsu during Sunday Sanzenkai, June 23, 2013
The

formal

aspects

of

Zen

practice

are

quite

structured. These are the tea ceremony, sitting
meditation, chanting, and the Dharma talk. There is a
certain format. We put an emphasis on that formal
aspect. But it is a mistake to think that this is all. This
is not all. There is another informal aspect to it—it is
what you do after this.
Registration  is  like  that.  It’s  not  formal,  but  in  certain  
things,   it’s   required.   It’s   the   process,   something   we  
do. The informal aspect is, you might say, the
socialising aspect. You are not just socialising for
entertainment, having a great time, but you are
bringing that aspect into your practice. So the
meaning of your meditation practice has a fullness.
Here  after   this   talk,   I’d   like   to   meet   the   new   people.  
It’s  not  casual  in  that  sense,  but  it’s  not  formal  either.  
If  you’re  able  to  stay  for  supper,  that’s  very  informal.  
occurs. You need to see meditation practice in that
way,  otherwise  you’ve  missed  the  whole  thing.
You may approach the formal form diligently but you
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It’s   simple,   and   in   that   informal   aspect   sharing  

may find yourself limited. That is not freedom. People

Ekai Osho giving a Dharma talk

you are associated with might find you a very difficult

If you are properly introduced to Zen meditation

person to live with. You can create your own silo and

practice, then you can bring that practice into the

never get out. You know what I mean by silo? A

very life of yours. If you do that, it benefits everyone:

comfort zone; you feel good—a feeling-good zone. It

your family, your friends. They encourage you to go

may not have any value to the people you live with.

(Con nued  on  page  11)

The further you go, the more you isolate yourself,
and you can easily get misunderstanding, because
you  feel   good   about  it.   That’s   not   practice.  You   need  
to get it right.
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Welcome to the Winter edition of Myoju. In what is
our third Practice Period, the theme is particularly
relevant – ‘Reorienting  oneself  to  Practice’.  What  does  
‘reorienting’  mean?  Let’s  take  a  look  at  what  some  of  
our contributions say:
In his Dharma talk, Ekai Osho reminds us that
practice is not about attendance, but about being
‘right   side   up’   through   harmonising   the   body,  
harmonising the breath, and harmonising the mindconsciousness.
In the Shuso talk on Right Attitude, Julie Martindale
discusses how the words in our regular chants help us
strengthen our intentions and actions.

The views expressed in Myoju are not necessarily
those of the Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community or its
Abbot, Ekai Korematsu Osho.

In the feature article, George Duckett writes about
the closure of the Castlemaine Zen Group—a very
personal account that she has kindly shared—where
she relates how, after years of practice, she
‘pondered  the  effort  expended  and  wondered  to  what  
end?’
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Next Issue

In Sangha News, Karen Threlfall reflects that we may
hold all things (in our hearts and minds) and take
care of—with two hands. Annie Bolitho finds
something to laugh at during a photo shoot and
Anthony Wright experiences the joy (and possibly,
sleeplessness) of fatherhood.

The next issue of Myoju will be posted around the
Spring Equinox, September 21, 2014. Contributions
that support our practice are most welcome, including
articles,
book
reviews,
interviews,
personal
reflections,
artwork
and
photographs. ……
The content deadline is Sunday, July 20, 2014 and
the
theme
is
‘ T h e   
H e a r t   
Sutra’.
If you would like to contribute or advertise in the next
issue of Myoju, email publications @ jikishoan.org.au.
For article contributions, please use the template and
the advice in the style guide that will be sent by
return email.

A big thank you to all contributors and a special thank
you to the transcribers, editors and members of the
publications group. I would also like to thank Vincent
Vuu for sharing his beautiful photographs of Jikishoan
community activities. They bring a visual aspect to
this Myoju that is really quite special.

Bright Pearl (Ikka-no-Myoju)

We hope you enjoy reading our second edition of
Myoju for 2014.
Azhar Abidi
On behalf of Ekai Korematsu – Editor,
and the Jikishoan Publication Committee

From  Dogen  Zenji’s  Shobogenzo,  Book  1,  Chapter  4
Master Gensa Shibi said as an expression of the truth,
‘The  whole  universe  in  the  ten  directions  is  one  bright  
pearl’.  One  day  a  monk  asked  Master  Gensa,   ‘I   have  
heard your words that the whole universe in the ten
directions is one bright pearl. How should we
understand   this?’   The   Master   answered,   ‘The   whole  
universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl.
What  use  is  understanding?’  

Myoju Subscription is available to non-members for
only A$30 per year, mailed quarterly as hardcopy.
Please contact the Myoju Publications team at
publications @ jikishoan.org.au, or visit our website
for more information and to download the
subscription form.

Later   the   Master   asked   the   monk,   ‘How   do   you  
understand   this?’   the   monk   replied,   ‘The   whole  
universe in the ten directions is one bright pearl.
What   use   is   understanding?’   The   Master   said,   ‘I   see  
that   you   are   struggling   to   get   inside   a   demon’s   cave  
in a black mountain. ...even surmising and worry is
not different from the bright pearl. No action nor any
thought has ever been caused by anything other than
the bright pearl. Therefore, forward and backward
steps   in   a   demon’s   black-mountain cave are just the
one  bright  pearl  itself.’—Dogen Zenji
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Abbot’s  News
Each Day in Life is Training

Chosan from Ekai Osho, along with the clear, steady
example provided by Shuso Julie Myoe, there was a
great sense of purpose—that we were all totally
engaged  in  the  ‘donkey  work’  of  training.  There  was  a  
real   sense   of   a   shift,   from   the   retreat   being   a   ‘nice  
relaxing time-out’   for   everyone,   to   being   a   more  
urgent engagement with real life.

There is a time when intending has arrived, but not
expressing.
There is a time when expressing has arrived, but not
intending.
There is a time when both intending and expressing
have arrived.

Another important shift for our community is the new
version of the Constitution and Rules prepared by Ann
Meikyo Alexander. Ann has been working for some
months on this new document and it was presented
at the Special General Meeting held at Footscray
Zendo on May 4. Ekai Osho is most interested in this
adjustment and appreciative of the work done by Ann
and Naomi Sonen. He considers it an important
foundation   for   Jikishoan’s   stability   over   the   coming  
years.

And there is a time when both intending and
expressing have not arrived.
This verse by Master Kisei is included in the text Uji
(‘Just   for   the   Time   being,   Just   for   a   While,   for   the  
Whole   of   Time   is   the   Whole   of   Existence’)   from  
Shobogenzo by Zen Master Dogen.

The Practice Period for 2014 finishes with Bansan on
June 29, and we move into winter, having celebrated
our fifteenth Foundation Day on May 18 along with
our third Hossenshiki (Shuso ceremony).
At this time, Ekai Osho sends warm greetings to all
Jikishoan’s   Members,   Students   and   Friends—and
encouragement for your ongoing learning and
training.
Shudo Hannah Forsyth

The  Abbot’s  Serious  Project
Jikishoan’s  vision  is  to  purchase  its  own  building  as  a  
long term physical base to reinforce our practice.
After almost a year of preliminary study and
investigation of the viability of such a project, the
Building Project Team is now at a stage where it can
progress to the next phase which will involve the
wider Jikishoan community. To that end, the first
Building Project Meeting open to all members was
held on Saturday, May 24, at the Footscray zendo.
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Ekai Osho opened the meeting by expressing his
appreciation to all those attending and for the work
done to date by the team. He highlighted the
importance of sustainability when embarking on such
a major project.
This project is not solely about purchasing a property,
it is also about building a sense of purpose and
cohesion in the community to work towards this goal.
Shudo Hannah Forsyth and Ekai Osho
at the Footscray zendo

Marc Rabinov pointed to the fact that the project is
very  ‘doable’  and  is  supported  by  the  Building  Project  
Business   Plan   and   the   bank’s   confirmation   that   it  
would lend about 60 percent of the required funds
based on an estimated purchase price of $500,000.

Ekai  Osho’s  choice  of  this  text  for  the  Teisho  which  he  
delivered each afternoon at the Easter Retreat is
significant. He placed great emphasis on the training
aspect of this particular retreat with the structure
providing each person a place within a ryo, and each
ryo co-ordinator being asked to provide guidance and
training for their group.

James Watt provided a summary of an IBS research
project recently conducted by himself, Isabelle Henry
and Anthony Wright to explore real estate prices in
three different suburbs: Preston, Reservoir and
Heildelberg West, chosen because of their proximity

With wonderful Teisho talks and instructions at

(Con nued  on  page  13)
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Shuso Talk
Right Attitude

A vow such as this one helps to strengthen our
intentions and our doing and helps us forget about
ourselves.

This is the fourth week of our third Practice Period
and I hope everyone is settling into it comfortably by
now.

I think for others who are learning new roles during
the practice period, there may also be a feeling of
trepidation when you are stepping up for the first
time   into   something   that   you’ve   not   done   before—
whether it be hitting a bell in the Ino ryo, offering a
ceremonial cup of tea or being calm for the first time.
There may also be a sense of feeling like an idiot
when something goes wrong, and I'm sure we've all
experienced that. Possibly as a newcomer, when you
walked into the zendo you felt something like that as
well.

This is the fifteenth year of Jikishoan as a community
(which is quite a milestone) and I'm now the third
Shuso, following from Shudo Hannah and Teishin
Shona. This is the first of three talks I'll be giving in
my role as Shuso.
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The chanting that we do in our Sanzenkai service
provides
a
really
wonderful
inspiration
for
strengthening our practice and some guidance in how
to do it. The chanting helps, in a sense, to move us
beyond our feelings about this and that. Our chanting
not  only  sounds  good  (sometimes  it  doesn’t  sound  so  
good), but over time it works its way deep down into
our bones; and when we chant we discover we are
just merging with other voices, chanting together and
we let the meaning of the words take root, deep
down   within.   It’s   not   necessary   to   understand   the  
words as we're chanting or to intellectualise them as
we're going; we just allow the words to sink into our
being.

Julie Martindale making the okesa at the Footscray zendo

Tonight's topic is about Right Attitude and I'd like to
draw especially on the words contained in some of
our regular chants to talk about this.

In the Eihei Koso Hotsuganmon, which we chant
every   Sunday,   the   first   line   is,   ‘I   vow   with   all   beings  
to hear the true Dharma; that upon hearing it no
doubt  will  arise  in  me;;  nor  will  I  lack  in  faith.’  So  once  
the decision has been made to practise—and we've all
made that decision—then really there's nothing left to
do but to just do it, having faith in the practice.

Hannah, I imagine when you first stepped into the
role of Shuso it was with a little bit of trepidation. I
certainly have felt that way as well and I'm pretty
sure Shona has felt the same somewhere along the
way; and it seems that Shusos everywhere have at
some point wanted to escape, at some point wanting
to   run   away   or   feel   that   we’re   not   quite   worthy   of  
filling the role.

At the November retreat, Osho-sama   said,   ‘Faith   is  
the  outcome  of  conviction,  not  the  result  of  doubt.’  

However, in the Vow of Samantabhadra, which we
chant together as the Shuso Ryo, there's a section
which   reads,   ‘I   will   move   through   the   paths   of   the  
fields free from cause and effect, afflictions and
distortions, like a lotus flowering above the water,
like the sun and moon moving unhindered by the
sky.’  For  me  the  emphasis  in  this  section  is  on  the  'I  
will' part of it, which can be taken in two ways: You
could see this as an aspiration for the future,
something we will attain, something we will do, or
you can see it as something immediately connected
to  our  doing  in  the  present  moment,  as  in  ‘I  will  move  
through   the   paths.’   So   at   Sanzenkai   this   is   what   we  
are doing—we are doing it.

Later   on   in   Samantabhadra's   Vow   it   says,   ‘What  
Manjushri has realised and what Samantabhadra has
realised, I who follow their paths will realise and thus
I   dedicate   everything   to   this   virtue.’   I   think   this   is  
something that we can all do.
Over the years, Jikishoan has developed, and
continues to develop, as a community. All our training
and practice and our outlook as Zen students is being
wonderfully expressed by what we are doing, here
tonight and each time we meet together. All of the
varied tasks and roles and things that need to be
done in running our community, either at Sanzenkai
or for other events, are being done by many different
arms, all connected to the one body. Everyone who
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walks through the door is contributing just by the
simple act of being here.

Welcome to Jikishoan
Zen Buddhist Community

As I was driving home from work last Friday, feeling
tired after a long week at work and just wanting to be
left alone, the thought suddenly came to me that I'd
never actually make it as a solitary cave dweller,
much as the idea appealed at the time.

Jikishoan is a growing community of people learning
and practising Zen meditation under the guidance of
Ekai Korematsu Osho. Ekai has practised and taught
Zen Buddhism in Japan, the USA and India for over 30
years.

The sangha is so very important to what we do here
together. This was recognised in Buddha's time and
has held true ever since. We are following in a
tradition that brings a sangha together for practice
periods; that has been going for well over two
thousand years. What is created and shared through
the activity of many people, many hundreds,
thousands of people in the past, is seen here today,
and hopefully it will continue to be seen by other
people in the future.

The name of the community encapsulates its spirit:
‘Jiki’   means   straightforward   or   direct;;   ‘sho’   means  
proof  or  satori;;  and  ‘an’  means  hut.  The  practice  is  the  
proof—there is no other proof separate from that. The
proof, satori or awakening does not come after you
have finished—it is direct, here and now.

The first lines of the Eihei Koso Bendoho, which we
also chanted tonight are, 'All Buddhas and Ancestors
are within the Way and engage it, without the Way
they would not engage it. The Dharma exists and
they   appear,   without   it   they   would   not   appear.’   So  
we're not really creating anything new here. Because
the Dharma already exists, we can be here engaging
it.

More information about courses, one-day workshops,
retreats and weekly meditation sessions can be found
in the teaching schedule or on the website at
www.jikishoan.org.au. We warmly welcome anyone
who would like to know more about Zen Buddhism to
attend any of these activities.

Jikishoan runs a range of programs throughout the
year, which are conducted in the spirit of Bendoho—
the original way of practice prescribed by Dogen Zenji
in the 13th Century.

How to Contact Us

It's important to let our intentions be clear: making
good on your commitment to come to Sunday
Sanzenkai, as you've laid out in your attendance plan,
greeting people at the front desk when you arrive,
the pause before we enter into the zendo in gassho—
all of these meetings and moments provide
opportunities to refresh our practice and to really
appreciate what we are doing.
In fact, tonight is the six hundred and eighty-first
time this Sunday Sanzenkai format has been followed
and hopefully by now we have realised the value of
that in repeating this simple activity over and over
and over again.
Another line from the Vow of Samantabhadra says,
'May I enter the gates of all eons in a single instant of
time, through entering through the moment which
sets   forth   the   measure   of   past,   present   and   future.’  
So this might be number six hundred and eighty-one
but the other six hundred and eighty times have not
been preparation for this one; tonight is actually the
only one.
In talking about right attitude, Shunryu Suzuki Roshi
says   that   ‘Once   we   know   how   to   practice   we   will  
understand   enlightenment.’   So   when   we   enter   the  
zendo, when we come to practice, we must know how
to do it.

Melbourne
Post: PO Box 475, Yarraville 3013, Victoria, Australia
Phone/Fax: +61-3-8307-0600
Email: contact @ jikishoan.org.au
Website: www.jikishoan.org.au

(Con nued  on  page  6)
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Following the form that we've been shown, following
the instruction of our teachers, we enter into the
moment; that's how to do it.

Everyone in practice period has enrolled according to
their own, unique circumstances; their family lives,
work lives, commitments, other priorities etc.
Everyone has looked at their life and just decided to
do  it.  And  this  is  not  done  lightly.  It’s  difficult  to  plan  
so far ahead, it's difficult to arrange your life and
rearrange your life; to rearrange other commitments,
other priorities and to put a plan down and say 'This
is what I'm going to do.'

Again in the Eihei Koso Bendoho, it says, 'Engaging
the way is the practice enlightenment before the
empty kalpa, so do not be concerned with your
actualization.' To me that says: Just let our intention
and our doing be our enlightenment and then forget
about it.

Our Ankyo chart here sits on the altar during practice
period, and this one shows that there are 35
participants all together—although not everyone is
here tonight—plus our teacher Ekai Osho and Seido
Suzuki Roshi in Japan. Our Enkyo chart looks like a
circle—you can't quite see it from where you're
sitting—but the circle isn't closed, there's a little gap
at the bottom. So there's room for extra people and
no one is left out. There's plenty of room in the zendo
for practice period participants and there's plenty of
room for newcomers and people from interstate who
come to join us.

In the A classes we study parts of 'Zen Mind
Beginner's Mind' by Shunryu Suzuki and in the
section on Right Attitude, which contains a number of
different, smaller sections, he uses words and
phrases such as gratitude, appreciation, sincerity,
wholehearted practice, repetition, constancy, express
yourself as you are without expectation. I'm sure
these words come from our own experience of
practice as well, not just from Shunryu Suzuki. If they
don't, perhaps we're missing something or perhaps
we've got too much of something else and we haven't
discovered how to appreciate our practice.

So, for practice period, let's enjoy each other's
company and make sure that nobody gets left behind
in our activity. It's a really wonderful opportunity for
us to just focus on what we are doing.

If   our   attitude   can   be   that   of   ‘not   creating   anything  
new’   or   ‘not   adding   anything   extra’   or   ‘not   inserting  
ourselves   into   everything   that   we   do’   then   we   can  
give expression to what already exists, we can
express ourselves as we are. This is regardless of
how we might think or feel about it. So how do we do
that?

I think that is all I wanted to say. Thank you very
much for listening.
Myoe Julie Martindale
Transcribed by Margaret Kokyu Lynch

When we sit down we should do it sincerely without
any thought of gain or loss; without any thought of,
'well, today's sitting will be better,' 'I won't make any
mistakes,'   'I’m   feeling   rotten   because   I   lost   my  
temper earlier today,' or whatever it is.

John Walsh who had a recent operation wishes to
thank all those from the Easter Retreat who sent a
card and good wishes. He remains open to life and
offers the following poem with a deep gassho.

One more line from the Eihei Koso Bendoho says,
'Standing out has no benefit, being different is not
our conduct.' Our actions may stand out one way or
the other but we don't have to. If we have nothing
extra, we've got nothing to lose. In this way when
we've got nothing to lose we can say, 'thank you' or
'I'm sorry' or 'I love you' without any hesitation.

Enlightenment
‘Trying’  to  attain  enlightenment  will  never  get  you  there
And yet if you never try you will certainly not attain it
You have to try or at least have the desire
and then eventually after all your trying you come to realise
that what is needed is to give up the trying
The trying is now getting in the way

Our practice period is a really unique opportunity to
wholeheartedly engage with the practice individually
and with each other in a really focused way. So all we
really have to do is just knuckle down and do it.

To realise that there is nothing you need to do, or say or be
You have always been what you are and you cannot not be
that
You just need to realise it
That you were always there, you never left
You were already home all along
That is all

The framework of Sajo is very helpful in being here
and fulfilling our role. Sajo is basically the schedule,
which changes from time to time depending on the
activity; but the schedule is already set for us, all we
have to do is follow it. We need to know: When is
something happening? Where is it happening? Who is
supposed to be there? What are we actually doing
and how it is to be done? It's just the activity of doing
it, there's no 'why' about why we have to do it and
there's   no   ‘but’   such   as   ‘but   shouldn't   we   be   doing  
something  else?’

So the trying and the cost are not in vain (are they?)
They are a necessary part of the process
It has to be gone through
Without it there is no realisation
But I may be deluded!

John Walsh
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might be seems a simplistic view, as if one were only
looking at one side of the coin.

Reorienting  one’s  practice:  
the Closure of Castlemaine Zen Group

Instead what seems to be happening is a clarification
of the two distinct paths of practice. It feels as if my
involvement with Jikishoan is cleaner. I no longer
have to try and negotiate the grey area that the
Castlemaine Zen Group occupied of not being
‘formally   recognised’,   nor   lead   others   through   that  
greyness. At the same time my personal practice has
gained a new simplicity as it is only I that practises
and practice no longer requires the soliciting and
organisation of others and the accompanying
administration.

All practice has a departure point. It is the departure
point that determines, at least, the initial phase of
one’s  practice.
The act of determining my departure point has
required some detective work and included sifting
through an assortment of personal documents and
the few remaining from the Castlemaine Zen Group
archives. The departure point for my involvement
with Jikishoan appears to be as follows. In January of
2006,  I  attended  Ekai  Osho’s  teaching  at  the  Buddhist  
Summer School. This inspired me to attend a one day
workshop in Ballarat early that same year. Once
there, I recognised Peter Watts who invited me to
pursue my practice with him at his zendo in
Muckleford. We started sitting regularly in May.
These regular zazenkai sessions were the cornerstone
of my practice. It required a commitment to negotiate
and organise my family life so I could travel over to
Muckleford   twice   a   week   to   practice.   Even   in   Peter’s  
absences, I drove over to Muckleford to sit quietly
because this was my (understanding of) practice.
The two of us, through additional members, became a
larger group and we decided to lease a larger and
more public space. In 2008, we started sitting
zazenkai at Eastern Sun Studios in Chewton which is
where I took precepts on June 2010. In 2011, an
opportunity arose to use the Buoyancy residence in
Castlemaine and the Castlemaine Zen Group
continued to sit there until January this year. This
was when I reluctantly realised that the arrangement
of meeting weekly to sit zazenkai was no longer my
practice.

Photo: Vincent Vuu

In the space of eight years, what I had believed to be
the foundation of my practice had dissolved into thin
air. This was brought forcibly home whilst I was
cleaning up the detritus of these years of sitting. This
included attendance records, two editions of CZG
sutra books for morning and evening zazenkai and
minutes from 26 meetings, all of which I was
personally responsible for. As the wad of papers hit
the bottom of the recycling bin, I pondered the effort
expended and wondered to what end?
I had no doubt that the Castlemaine Zen Group as it
had existed provided a valuable service to all who
attended over the years but it was no longer
providing any nourishment for my practice.

George Duckett and Shona Innes making the okesa
at the Footscray zendo

For   the   time   being   it’s   all   so   beautifully   simple.   The  
closure of Castlemaine Zen Group has taken the
stuffing out of my zafu but there is something
remarkably satisfying about sitting on the hard
ground and practice being no more or less.

In these intervening years I have, for the time being,
worked out a schedule of attendance at Jikishoan
events that I feel I can commit to and manage with
regard to my family obligations from Newstead where
I live. Currently this includes attending sanzenkai
monthly as a member of the Ino Ryo, one full retreat
a year, and fortnightly sessions at the Footscray
zendo helping to co-ordinate the making of an okesa.

George Duckett

It would be easy to declare that my practice focus has
shifted from a personal perspective to that of
community orientated practice. In concrete terms,
I’m   participating   in   community   practice   neither   more  
or less. This possible interpretation of what practice
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Committee News
From the Vice- President:

requirements.

New Jikishoan Rules of Incorporation

Some of the important changes include:

Over the last six months, I have been undertaking a
special IBS project to review and update the rules
governing the operation of Jikishoan as an
incorporated association. I am happy to report that
the project is very close to completion.

More detailed rules relating to the Powers of
Jikishoan and its not for profit status (Rules 5
and 6).
The rights, obligations and liabilities of
members more clearly specified (Rules 12 and
13).

On Sunday May 4, at a Community Workshop,
members had the opportunity to discuss and raise
questions about a set of new rules proposed by the
Jikishoan Management Committee. Immediately
following the workshop, a Special General Meeting
was held and Jikishoan members voted unanimously
to   accept   the   proposed   new   ‘Jikishoan   Zen   Buddhist  
Community  Incorporated  Rules’.  These  new  rules  will  
now be formally lodged with Consumer Affairs
Victoria.

New   requirements   about   what   the   Members’  
Register must include and about member
access to the register (Rule 18).
A new disciplinary action procedure that
satisfies the four grounds of natural justice (i.e.
member informed of issue, unbiased decision
maker, member heard, process completed as
soon as practical) (Rules 19-24).
Changes to allow the use of technology to
conduct meetings (Rule 35).
A new, more detailed section
Financial Matters (Rules 68-71).

relating

to

The new rules will be available from the Jikishoan
website once they have been formally approved by
Consumer Affairs Victoria.

Photo: James Watt

In closing, I would like to thank the Management
Committee and all those individual Jikishoan
members who have shown interest and offered
encouragement throughout the project. I would also
like to express my gratitude to our Abbot and
Teacher, Ekai Osho, for the opportunity to deepen my
practice
and
contribute
to
the
longer-term
sustainability of the Jikishoan community in this way.
Ann Alexander
Vice-President
Jikishoan Management Committee

Why do we need new rules?
In April 1999, Jikishoan registered with Consumer
Affairs Victoria as Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community
Incorporated1. As an incorporated organisation in
Victoria, Jikishoan is bound by the Victorian
legislation governing all incorporated associations. In
2012, new legislation for incorporated associations in
Victoria
was
introduced,
the
Associations
Incorporated Reform Act 2012. Like all incorporated
associations, Jikishoan was required to review and
amend its rules so they comply with the new
legislation.

1

Incorporation gives Jikishoan the capacity to enter into contracts in its own name; for example, to borrow money or
buy equipment. This protects the individual members of
Jikishoan from legal liabilities. For more about what it means
to be an incorporated association, see the Consumer Affairs
Victoria website, http://www.consumer.vic.gov.au

Who was involved in developing the new rules?
The Management Committee has overseen my work
to develop the new rules. The Committee provided
advice   and   input   at   key   decision   points.   The   Abbot’s  
Support Fund provided funds for my initial training
and for legal advice to ensure the new rules would
not   compromise   Jikishoan’s   status   as   a   charitable  
organisation for tax concession purposes.

Membership News
We are pleased to welcome the following new
members to Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community:
Janece Alexander
Ekai Korematsu Osho and the
Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community Committee

What are the main changes?
The new Jikishoan Rules are longer and more
comprehensive than the old Rules. They are based on
a  set  of   ‘model’  rules  developed   to   assist   community  
organisations in meeting the new legislative
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Integrated Buddhist Studies
Semester 1, 2014

parameters and timelines and are concluded with a
written report accountable to the mentor, IBS
coordinators, committee and sub-committees where
appropriate. Review of reports are done at face to
face meetings.

Main Course Enrolments for Semester 1, 2014
In this semester, there have been 56 students
enrolled across the three courses of the IBS Program:
21 Main Course A, 14 Main Course B and 21 Main
Course C students.
Welcome to new IBS students
in Semester 1, 2014
Brian Doyle, Renee Alexander, Tad Jennings, Aiden
Thornton, Marc Rabinov, Eva Boyle, Dave Browning,
Caroline Neven, Billy McCabe, Chris Massey, Margaret
Lynch, Don Brown, Candace Schreiner, Rodney
Martin, Carsten Ecklemann, Janece Alexander, Tony
Crivelli.
Practice Period BP3

Photo: Vincent Vuu

Head Student: Julie Myoe
Enrolments for Practice Period: 35
Highlight events: Sangha Picnic March 9–26
attendees,
April
Retreat
R45–41
attendees,
Foundation Day May 18 with Shuso Ceremony,
Bansan & Members Day June 29.
IBS Projects

‘When  bowing  is  transmitted,  Buddhism  is  transmitted.’
Ekai Osho

Ekai Osho has initiated the structure of project-based
activity for members and/or students who are
interested in working on particular areas of
development for the IBS Program and/or the
Jikishoan community. Two projects that began in this
semester were the Website Update Project taken on
by Craig Burgess and mentored by Nobu Kobayashi
and the Real Estate Pricing Project taken on by James
Watt, Anthony Wright and Isabelle Henry mentored
by Ekai Osho. These projects have well defined

Individual Training Projects
These projects define the scope of training for those
students whose attendance plan for the Practice
Period is 70 percent or above.
Teishin Shona, IBS Student Admin Secretary

Name

Course/
code

Practice Role

Training

Scope
(Sanzen-kai)

Mentor

Ann Alexander

KB

Jiso

1. Kaan
2. Front desk

X4 Sanzen-kai
X4 Sanzen-kai

Shudo Hannah
Naomi Sonen

Craig Burgess

KB

Jiso-ho

Tenzo

X4

James Hogen

Robin Laurie

KB

Kaan

Jikido

X4

Liam Tosen

Lee-Anne Armitage

KB

Shu ryo

Front desk

X4

Naomi Sonen,
Katherine Shuzan

Nicky Coles

KA

Shu ryo

1. Kaan
2. Front desk

X4
X4

Shudo Hannah
Naomi Sonen

Peter Brammer

B

Shu ryo

Jonin
(tea server)

X10

Christine Jonen

Katrina Woodland

KA

Shu ryo

Jiso-ho

X4

Naomi Sonen

Marisha Rothman

BS1

Shu ryo

Tea serving

X7

Irwin Rothman

BS1

Shu ryo

Tea serving

X7
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Christine Jonen
Christine Jonen

Open Basket – Sangha News
Victorian Bushfire Support

I   didn’t   know   there   is   a   large   Samoan   community   in  
Wallan. The local Samoan Christian group had set up
in the nearby sports complex and there was a friendly
flow of people from one centre to the other for meals,
child-minding and support. Later that evening the
volunteers were invited to a concert—60 voices,
ranging from children to the elderly, singing
traditional Samoan Christian songs. Fantastic!

Although I have not seen many of you for a while as I
look after my kids, during the recent bushfires I did
do   a   day’s   volunteer   work   with   the   Victorian   Council  
of Churches Emergency Ministry (VCCEM).
VCCEM offers personal support and multi-faith
chaplaincy services to those affected by disaster or
emergency. I was assigned to the Emergency Relief
Centre (ERC) in Wallan, about 45 kms north of
Melbourne, as part of a team of four and thought I
would share my experience.

The whole experience was positive and hopefully may
have helped some of those affected in some small
way. If you are interested, I would encourage you to
contact VCCEM for information about the training and
other details:

When I arrived at 3pm for the 7 hour shift, the work
was at first reasonably steady. The CFA had
organised a community briefing for 6pm which
attracted up to 1,000 people. Most were concerned
locals who had come to find the latest bushfire news.
Some had lost homes, equipment, livestock or pets;
for others the stress and loss caused by the fires
seemed to be the breaking point on top of other
things happening in their lives.

Internet:
Facebook:
Twitter:

www.vccem.org.au
www.facebook.com/vccem
www.twitter.com/vicemchaps

Brian Osborne

With Two Hands

Many of the people I talked with just wanted
someone to take the time to listen to them, to hear
their story, and to be a sounding board. It is what the
VCCEM   accurately   terms   ‘psychological   first   aid’—not
a lot of Buddhism involved, just listening, which may
be the same thing.

The following came to mind after hearing Ekai Osho
kindly instruct a student during the tea ceremony in
the A3 class, to 'hold the cup, as if it is something
precious—with two hands'.
That we may hold each other
(in our hearts and relationships)
like we hold our tea cups
—with two hands.
And then again in the following class, after
hearing this precious teaching from Ekai Osho,
'first person—self, second person—self,
third person—self... take care of'.

Photo: Azhar Abdid

Photo: http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-24363845

That we may hold all things
(in our hearts and minds)
and take care of
—with two hands.

Then there were referrals to other services available
in the ERC such as Red Cross, medical consultations,
emergency payments and Telstra. Red Cross staff
served an amazing number of meals and all of the
volunteers and workers pitched in together to help,
including providing overnight accommodation in the
ERC.

Karen Tokuren Threlfall
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Linked

am sure other areas of practice which I have found
difficult to maintain will also take on a different
character now.

Laughter as camera is set up.
Are you surprised that Daigen Ikko Daiosho,

I look forward to bringing William in to Jikishoan to
meet everyone although the photo will have to do for
now. It is humbling to watch a new life begin and I
look forward to seeing how the conditions of William's
life support and shape his growth. It is very
reassuring to have Jikishoan and Zen practice to
guide and support the type of influence I will be on
that life.

is delighted
to join A3 photo shoot?

Anthony Wright

Formal and informal Zen meditation
(Continued from page 1)

to meditation (laughter). So in a sense, people who
only   come   for   the   meditation   and   don’t   stay   for   the  
supper are missing the whole point. You might come
under the illusion that you are doing a lot, but
actually you are very limited.

Photo: Annie Bolitho

Community practice is called Bendoho. My feeling
about it is that it is silo-buster practice for everyone.
Usually  we  come  to  practice  with  ideas  ‘my  practice’,  
‘my  comfort  zone’,  ‘my  mind  is  calm  and  clear’—let’s  
bust   it   together   and   see   what   happens.   That’s   what  
you   don’t   have   in   the   individualistic   ‘me,   me,   me’  

Annie Bolitho

culture.   That’s   what   you   need,   society   needs,   and  
your life needs. You need to understand that Zen
meditation

New Arrival

comes

that

way.

If

you

approach

meditation   properly   oriented,   then   it’s   joy.   Other  

My son, William Matteo Wright, was born on March 20
at 1pm, weighing 3.3kg. He is healthy and happy as
is my wife Alicia.

people’s   joy   is   your   joy   and   your   joy   is   shared   with  
others without talking or speaking too much about it.
It’s  like  after  good  chanting,  with  one  voice,  you  feel  
good, uplifted. You feel good together with everyone.
That kind of experience is experiencing with the spirit
of Bendoho. That kind of culture is not here. You need
it.  That’s  what  I  think.  I  may  be  wrong  though!
But   it   seems   like   it’s   working.   People   continue   to  

Photo: GFP Studios

come here means something is working. And if
something  works,  that’s  it!  Philosophy  comes  second,  
but   we   don’t   think   like   that.   We   have   to   have  
philosophy first,

right?

We

want

to

understand

concepts  and  ideas.  No,  we  don’t.  We  need  something  

My short experience of parenthood has already made
me better appreciate Shunryu Suzuki's comment that
we grow to be grateful for the difficulties in our
practice.   The   first   time   I   sat   zazan   after   William’s  
birth seemed very easy after the difficulty of
maintaining my practise at 3am with a crying baby! I

working,  something  that  works  with  other  people.  It’s  
a very simple thing. Something working means you
are  dealing  with  an  actual  thing.  It’s  not  concept  and  
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ideas. We think the world should fit into our criteria.

Our practice period is a time period with commitment.

We think everything should work that way. When we

Commitment means that the people are committed to

think,  ‘I  understand’,  just  wait  till  tomorrow!  

this   practice   period.   It’s   not   a   mental   thing.   It’s   an  
actual plan that is submitted, an attendance plan. We
need to come back to that point, what you have
planned and what you are actually able to do. That is
closure. You need to have facts and figures in order
to  review  it.  If  you  don’t  have  those,  then  the  review  
does   not   become   credible.   Then   it’s   a   very   sketchy  
impression of yours, all subjective opinion.
It’s  not  a  matter  of  whether  you  had  a  high  or  a  low  
level   of   commitment.   It’s   going   through   the   process  
that makes it meaningful. I consider above 40
percent attendance to be credit level and above 70
percent to be practice level. Practice means that your
Zen practice becomes the domain of your daily life.
What  happens  below  40  percent?  It’s  what  I  call  selfcare level, that contributes to your daily life. The
important thing is that you know what is to be
expected at what level of commitment.
For someone who is going beyond 40 percent, self-

Photo: Vincent Vuu

care is already embedded. It does not mean that it is
about your psychology or about how you are feeling
this moment, whether you are happy or not happy—
no, it goes above that. Practice level means that in
your daily life, those things are there but your

Footscray zendo

practice continues. In other words, it is beyond the

We   have   too   much   culture.   It’s   like   book   knowledge.  

first  person,  ‘me,  me,  me’  aspect  of  your  life,  which  is  

One book is not enough. You may accumulate a lot of

very essential to you. In that practice, sometimes the

knowledge through books, but there is nothing new

mind is clear, and sometimes the mind is not clear,

happening. We are just accumulating something we

but  it’s  like  the  weather.  You  don’t  get  tossed  around  

like. Academic work is like that. We interpret and

by it. Self-care   level   is   all   in   the   head.   It’s   judging.  

categorise   things.   There   is   nothing   in   it.   Don’t   you  

You  think  you  shouldn’t  get  too  many  thoughts.  If  you  

think so?

get   thoughts   then   it’s   no   good,   but   when   you   like  

People might like cooking, not actual cooking, but

them   then   it’s   wonderful.   That’s   a   very   selfish   place.  

collecting  recipe  books.  Then  they’d  know  a  lot  about  

We often complain. We think meditation is not

cooking   but   if   you   asked   them   to   cook,   they   won’t  

working very well because we are getting lots of

know how to. Meditation is like that. It is a fuzzy

thoughts   that   we   don’t   like.   If   we   like   the   thoughts,  

thing.   Most   of   the   forms   of   meditation   are   ‘me,   me,  

then   we   want   more.   It’s   like   that   for   ever.   We   are  

me’   kinds   of   meditation.   It’s   like   a   fad.   Everyone   is  

tossed around by the nature of change. When we

jumping  into  that,  and  looking  for   what’s  good  about  

don’t   know   reality,   we   waste   a   lot   of   time  

it  

complaining.   ‘Zen   meditation   is   not   working!’.   ‘I’m  

scientifically  

and  

physiologically.  

It’s  

very  

questionable. You need to watch out.

getting   worse!’.   ‘The   teacher   doesn’t   tell   me   what   to  
do  with  it!’.

We are pretty much at the end of our practice period.
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It’s   not   like   that.   The   brain   is   working   perfectly.  

So, right side up. It means physical body comes first,

Whether you are tossed around by it or not is the

breath second  and  mind  consciousness  third.   It’s   not  

point. You will easily be tossed around if you are

the   other   way   around.   It’s   the   reality   in   front   of   our  

obsessed   with   meditation   at   the   ‘me,   me,   me’   level.  

eyes.   It’s   not   a   concept.   The   mind   consciousness  

You  have  to  bring  that  level  to  the  practice  level.  It’s  

comes a lot later. It should be called intellectual

not about thinking thoughts. You have to actually do

consciousness. It comes after language, after one

it. Bring your silo out into the public. Let other people

starts speaking and understanding the meaning of

break   your   silo!   That’s   where   it   is.   You   should   be  

words.   Before   that,   it   is   just   copying.   It’s   not   really  

grateful when you go back to the waiting kids, the

understanding.   That’s   how   kids   learn.   Anything   you  

wife—then the silo breaks!

say, they repeat. We need to see things in that
perspective and we cannot do that if we only put

It’s   not   about   how   many   sessions   you   did.   It’s   not  

ideas first.

about   quantity;;   it’s   about   quality.   If   you   are   caught  
up with numbers, 70 percent attendance is better

Zen is a challenge to see how we are. When we come

than 60 percent, then you are deluded. You can have

to realise that there is no other way, we can improve.

a gold medal for 70 percent, bronze for above 40

So there are various forms of practice but once you

percent, and copper for below 40 percent, but you

are confined to a form, it becomes dead. You need to

need to utilise whatever you have. Gold is gold. It has

utilise all the forms. The Dharma talk is one of the

its   quality.   Silver   has   its   own   quality.   We   don’t  

forms. It is a key aspect. Another form is socialising,

compare it with gold. Bronze has its own quality. Use

particularly important in the lay context. Between

the   best   of   it.   Then   you   don’t   get   confused.   It’s   not  

that, there are things like registering and introducing

about comparing with the other metals. Just look

ourselves. We need to think of meditation in that way

after   your   own   practice.   That’s   very   important,   joy  

if   we   really   want   it   to   work.   It’s   not   about  

comes  from  that.  It’s  about  where  you  are.  If  you  are  

psychological phenomena only.  

below

40

percent,

did

you

really

looked

after
Transcribed and edited by Azhar Abidi

yourself?  That’s  the  question.  
The first thing that is important for a student of Zen

The  Abbot’s  Serious  Project

practice is that you become master of self–care. If

(Con nued  from  page  3)

you   haven’t   got   that   part   in   place,   then   you   have  

to   Ekai   Osho’s   place   of   residence.   The   findings   were  
that properties in the price range identified in the
Building Project Business Plan are available in these
suburbs.

problems whichever way you go—whether you are at
60 percent or 70 percent. Mastering self–care means
harmonising the body, harmonising the breath, and
harmonising

the

mind-consciousness.

The

In terms of ongoing funding for the project, Vaughan
Behncke, a member of the Building Project Team,
suggested that members could consider leaving
bequests to the Jikishoan Building Fund for the
benefit of the next generation of Jikishoan members.
He also mentioned that short to medium fundraising
strategies and activities will need to be considered
and implemented.

mind-

consciousness is the last thing. It comes as a fringe
benefit when you are able to look after your physical
body and when you are able to look after your breath.
But if you try to bring the mind consciousness to the
top,   you   never   get   it.   I   am   sorry   to   say   it   doesn’t  

Ekai Osho hopes that, through support from our
community, a sub-committee can advance this
project   after   the   September   AGM,   from   his   ‘pet  
project’   towards   becoming   an   important   community  
project.

work!
I  will  give  you  an  example.  If   you  get  a  good  night’s  
sleep then you feel good in the morning. Everyone

Christine Maingard
On behalf of Ekai Osho
and the Building Project Team

seems to be good because your body is rested, your
breathing  becomes  deeper  and  you  feel  healthier.  It’s  

If you are interested in receiving more detailed notes from
the meeting, please contact:
christine @ mindfulstrategies.com.au

not   about   some   idea   about   mind   consciousness.   It’s  
about resting.
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Sōtō  Kitchen
Welcome to the Winter edition of the Soto Kitchen. We offer three simple yet tasty recipes
and hope you enjoy these in the colder season.

Fried Rice Noodle Salad — Gluten Free

Pea and Mint Soup
Ingredients (serves 4)

Ingredients (serves 6–8  )
Savoy cabbage, lightly shredded
Spring onion, chopped
Lightly roasted slivered almonds
or pine nuts
Fried rice noodles
Dressing
White vinegar
Castor sugar
Tamari sauce
Olive oil or a light one such as pistachio

½
6

Olive oil
Onion, chopped
Celery, chopped
Leek, washed and sliced into rings
Vegetable stock
Fresh or frozen peas
Chopped mint plus a little more to
garnish when serving
Salt and freshly ground pepper

100gms
1 pkt
¼ cup
¼ cup
1 tbsp
½ cup

Method

Method

1.

1.
2.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

http://www.taste.com.au/recipes/2105/oriental+fried+noodle+salad

3.

Combine all dressing ingredients in saucepan.
Stir well over low heat until sugar dissolves,
allow to cool.
Toss chopped cabbage, onions and nuts in
salad bowl. Add dressing and mix well.
Just prior to serving, add fried rice noodles and
toss thoroughly.

1 tbsp
1
1 stick
1
1 litre
600gms
1 tbsp

Heat oil in large saucepan over medium heat.
Add onion, celery, leek and cook, stirring for
5–7 minutes until vegetables are soft but not
coloured.
Add stock peas and mint and simmer for 15
minutes.
Remove from heat and allow to cool a little.
Puree.
Season with salt and pepper.
Garnish with extra mint.

If serving chilled, let soup cool at room temperature,
then place in fridge for at least 5 hours.

Vegan Pesto
Ingredients (makes 1 cup)
Washed loosely packed basil
Nuts—pumpkin seeds, pine nuts or walnuts
Cloves garlic
Cup oil of choice
Sea salt

PhotoL http://msihua.com/2011/08/marco-pierre-whites-minted-peas-with-continåental-stock-pot/

2 cups
½ cup
1-2
¼–½

Method

‘Handle  even  a  single  leaf  of  green  in  such  a  way  
that it manifests the body of the Buddha.
This in turn allows the Buddha to manifest through
the  leaf.’

1.

Dogen Zenji (1200–1253)

2.
3.

Combine herbs, nuts and garlic using stick
blender.
Slowly add enough oil until mixture is a smooth
light paste.
Season with sea salt.
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Calendar of Events, July to September 2014
Weekly Activities
DAY

DATE

TIME

ACTIVITY

LOCATION

CONTACT

Sundays

Weekly

5.30–7.45pm

Sanzenkai

Brunswick

Liam/Annie

7.45–8.30pm

Supper

Weekly

7.00–9.00pm

Sanzenkai

Footscray

Hannah/Katherine

Sunday

July 13

5.30–7.45pm

Bansan–Entering

Brunswick

Liam/Shona

Tuesday

July 15

7.00–9.30pm

Committee Meeting #192

Footscray

Katherine/Ann

Tuesday

August 12

7.00–9.30pm

Committee Meeting #193

Footscray

Katherine/Ann

Friday–Friday

August 22–29

Thursdays

Michael/Anthony

July

August

Bendoho Retreat #46

Hannah/Naomi

September
Sunday

September 7

7.00–9.00pm

Annual General Meeting #16

Brunswick

Katherine/Ann

Sunday

September 14

9.00–12.00pm

Committee Workshop #12

Footscray

Katherine/Ann

Tuesday

September 16

7.00–9.30pm

Committee Meeting #194

Footscray

Katherine/Ann

Addresses
Brunswick
Australian Shiatsu College
103 Evans Street,
Brunswick, VIC 3056
Footscray
Address available upon
application for a course
or program
Publications (Shuppan)
publications @ Jikishoan.org.au
webmaster @ Jikishoan.org.au
Website
www.jikishoan.org.au
Email
contact @ jikishoan.org.au
Post
Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community
PO Box 475, Yarraville
Victoria, 3013

Contact Information
General Enquiries including
Courses and
One-Day Workshops
Hannah Forsyth
(03) 8307 0600
contact @ jikishoan.org.au
Sunday Sanzen-kai
Zendo Coordinators
(Zendo)  Liam  D’hondt  
0497 988 612
(Roster) Annie Bolitho
(03) 9495 1412

Committee of Management
President (Tsusu)
Katherine Yeo
(03) 9818 2687
Vice President (Kan’in)
Ann Alexander
0419 760 780
Finance (Fusu)
Naomi Richards
0407 839 890

Retreat Administration
Hannah Forsyth – (03) 8307 0600
Naomi Richards – 0407 839 890
Kitchen
Michael Ewing, Tenzo
0431 947 553
Anthony Wright
(Roster Coordinator)
0412 812 708

Secretary (Shoji)
Christine Maingard
0430 599 430
Membership
Katherine Yeo
(03) 9818 2687

  

Building Fund
Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community is raising funds to
purchase a building to be used as a temple in the Melbourne metropolitan area.
The facility will ideally have a Zendo, kitchen and office with room also for accommodation.
Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible and can be made in person or by cheque to:
Jikishoan Zen Buddhist Community Inc.
(Building Fund Account)
P.O. Box 475, Yarraville 3013 Victoria, Australia.
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Ordinary Committee
Members
Liam  D’hondt  
0497 988 612  
Michael Ewing
0431 947 553
Hannah Forsyth
(03) 8307 0600
Shona Innes
(03) 9391 2757
James Watt
0425 737 608
Myoju Coordinator
Azhar Abidi
0400 221 768

Teaching Schedule, May – August 2014

Teachings are given personally by Ekai Korematsu Osho.
Brochures providing more information are available. Please
check the website or contact one of our members listed in
the contact information section on the reverse side of this
page.

Main Course B1 — Brunswick

Sanzenkai

Main Course B2 — Footscray

Course commences with Bansan on July 13.
Application form on B Course Brochure.
5–8.30pm Sundays
Venue: Australian Shiatsu College, Brunswick

Brunswick

7–9pm Thursdays
Venue: Footscray Zendo

Zazen (sitting meditation), kinhin (walking meditation), tea

Course Cost B1 and B2

ceremony, chanting service and Dharma talk (by the teacher

$240 per year (2 semesters)
$170 per semester

or an experienced member).
For beginners, members and friends

Main Course C –    Retreats and Overseas Study

5.30–7.45pm Sundays

Jikishoan holds three seven-day retreats per year.

Newcomers—please arrive by 5.15pm

For 2014: April 17–24, August 22–29, November 21–28

Attendance  by  donation  (according  to  one’s  means)
Participants are welcome to stay for an informal supper.

Course Cost
$1365 / 3 retreats 2014, or

Footscray

$3780 / 9 retreats 2014–2016

Zazen, kinhin meditation, tea ceremony, chanting service

All enquiries: Hannah Forsyth (03) 8307 0600

and reading
7–9pm Thursdays

One Day Workshops – Footscray

Attendance by donation

Introducing Zen Meditation

Integrated Buddhist Studies

An intensive orientation workshop for beginners as well as
for those who have some experience. Includes morning and
afternoon tea and lunch.
Sundays: June 1, July 27, 9am–4pm
Non-Members $90, members by donation.

Semester 2
July 13 to December 21
Starts with Bansan (Entering Ceremony) on July 13
Finishes with Bansan (Exiting Ceremony) on December 21

August Bendoho Retreat

Main Course A1 — Footscray
Ten Classes

A seven-day intensive residential Zen experience, including
daily Chosan (morning tea), Dokusan (interview with the
Teacher), Teaching and Teisho (afternoon Dharma talk).
Cost depends on the number of days attended and includes
meals and accommodation.

9–11am Saturdays
•  Term  3  July  12–Sept 20

Course A2 — Footscray

6pm Friday August 22–2pm Friday August 29  
Venue: Adekate Fellowship Centre

Ten Classes
5–7pm Saturdays
•  Term  3  July  12–Sept 20

Course A3 — Footscray

IBS Program Co-ordinator – General Enquiries,
Main Course C Coordinator:

Ten Classes
7–9pm Wednesdays
•  Term  3  July  16–Sept 24

Hannah Forsyth
Ph: 8307 0600

Course Costs A1, A2, A3

IBS Secretary, Main Course B Co-ordinator:
Shona Innes
Ph:9391 2757

$545 per course (4 terms) or
$170 per term (10 classes)
$90 for 5 classes (casual)
Members by donation for casual classes

contact @ jikishoan.org.au

shona.innes @ gmail.com

Main Course A Coordinator:
Katherine Yeo
Ph: 9818 2687
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klbyeo @ optusnet.com.au

